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1. Introduction
In the framework of Future Studies, the development of future scenarios can contribute within
the social context by providing inputs at the decision-making level in order to take action in the
present. However, this implies an effort and a long-time frame in the first two phases of the scenario
development (typically Framing and Scanning) which require a long desk research, such as reading
of documents, research of the scientific literature or the consultation of experts for identifying the
key factors (Bishop et al., 2007). In particular, the goal of the scanning phase is to define a number
of basic driving forces which constitute the base for the construction of alternative futures scenarios.
Some scholars (Kayser and Shala, 2020) estimated an average time of two weeks, in which typically
the research team compose a panel aimed at understanding the object of study. Recently, with the
exponential growth of social networks, users are constantly in connection with each other,
disseminating textual, multimedia, and geographical content on a daily basis. It therefore follows
that given the enormous increase in data sources within them and given the communication with
which users share ideas, thoughts, and information, all this could be exploited in the context of
scenario building.
From the premises made so far, we have developed a new approach that uses unsupervised
classification models aimed at speeding up the first two phases of scenario development and
optimizing the entire process. To capture the topics and the relevant key factors we used Machine
Learning methods, including text-mining (Kayser and Blind, 2017) and Spatial Data Mining
techniques. The goal of this work is to provide an answer to the following questions: “Is it possible
to obtain information on the object of study by extracting key factors from Twitter?”, “Does this
approach speed up the Scanning phase?”. And, above all, “What contribution can spatial data
mining offer to the process of development of future scenarios?”. To apply the method, we extracted
a dataset from Twitter containing textual and geo-spatial content relating to Covid-19.

2. Materials and Methods
The approach used here applies unsupervised classification models belonging to Machine
Learning and aims to extract the major topics within a dataset of tweets, in order to use them as key
factors in the scenarios’ development process. During the month of November 2020, a dataset of
60.000 tweets was extracted through the use of the Streaming API System using 95 keywords and
hashtags related to the discussions on Covid-19 (Uhl and Schiebel, 2017). After extracted the matrix,
we proceeded to import it into Python to clean and manipulate it, and then we applied the techniques
useful for our analysis (after this phase, the remaining tweets resulted in 29.949). The first step
carried out saw the conversion into numbers, better defined as “number vectors” (Atenstaedt, 2012)
of the data matrix, through the “lemmatisation” and “tokenization”. In the processing of a specific
language, the vectors of numbers are determined by textual data, in order to reflect various linguistic
properties of the text, where a coding of the characteristics is necessary (Goldberg, 2017). First of
all, we tried to have a qualitative general view of our dataset by applying the text-mining technique
using the bag-of-words model that extracts and flexibly represents the data of a given text describing
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the occurrence of words within a document or corpus of documents. The same extracts in a
document only the words known and therefore present in a vocabulary assigned to it, while any
other information is discarded a priori. We then applied a Sentiment Analysis to understand the
degree of polarity of the terms found within the dataset, using two distinct algorithms, called Vader
and Afinn, in order to have a comparison between the two results obtained. We decided to use these
algorithms since they are two of the most used in Sentiment Analysis for social networks (cfr.
Narasamma et al. 2021; Mayor & Bietti, 2021; Tan & Guann, 2021), and compared to the others,
they are able to specifically decipher abbreviations and emojis in the corpus of documents.
They are tools based on lexical rules in relation to what is published mainly on social networks
(Hutto & Gilbert, 2014) using a vocabulary of words generally labelled a priori (manually) and
subsequently acquired by the model based on their semantic orientation (for example they can be
labelled as positive, negative, or neutral). Both algorithms assign a final score based on a sum of
the valence scores of the terms in the text and normalized usually between the negative (-1) and the
positive (+1) extremes (Huang et al. 2019).
After having a general view of the dataset, in order to understand the most cited terms and their
polarity, we used topic modelling to extract possible topics and keywords from the tweets. In this
case, we used the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Tong and Zhang, 2016) with the following
term frequency function of term 𝑡𝑡:
𝑡𝑡f(𝑡𝑡, 𝑑𝑑 ) =

𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡,𝑑𝑑
∑𝑡𝑡 ′ ∈𝑑𝑑 𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡 ′ ,𝑑𝑑

where 𝑓𝑓𝑡𝑡,𝑑𝑑 represents the raw count of the term 𝑡𝑡 in document 𝑑𝑑.
It is based on a distributive hypothesis of statistical measurement, through the extraction of a
series of topics from a corpus of documents. This process is carried out through the mapping of
every single document with a good part of the words present (Wang & Grimson, 2007), and the
model assigns to each topic a word arrangement determining the key factors.
The LDA assumes that the topics follow a Dirichlet distribution (Minka, 2000), in fact the
similarity of documents and topics is controlled by hyperparameters known as 𝛼𝛼 and 𝛽𝛽; if 𝛼𝛼 is low
it will assign fewer topics to each document, while when 𝛼𝛼 is high, we will have the opposite. A
low 𝛽𝛽 value will use fewer words in the topic modelling process, while a high value will use more
words, thus making the topics more similar to each other. The LDA, in fact, does not know a priori
the number of topics or terms to be extracted. The model produces a vector that contains the
coverage of each topic for the document to be modelled: 𝒄𝒄 = (𝑐𝑐1, 𝑐𝑐2 , … ) where 𝑐𝑐1 is the coverage
of the first argument and so on.
To answer the research questions, we propose an analysis of georeferenced data that will
optimize all process by adding important spatial information. Here we use the expression
“georeferenced data” in a broad meaning, including any kind of information useful to link a tweet
to a geographic object, where the object can be a unit of a vector shapefile layer (like for example
a country). Numerous studies have been conducted on Twitter using text-mining or open-mining
techniques (Pang & Lee 2008; Taboada et al., 2011; Liu 2012; Poria et al., 2014). Few studies, on
the other hand, have focused on the construction of future scenarios starting from the extraction of
georeferenced data from social networks. The spatial aspect, in our case, becomes of fundamental
importance, as having a geographical view of the subject would benefit the development process.
In the scientific literature, some studies (including Haining, 2010) have highlighted the
importance of georeferenced data and therefore the presence of such information in the data (if any)
is worth to explore. Actually, through web mining it is not easy to extract spatial information, given
that the geographic coordinates (latitude and longitude) are rarely available. The social networks
themselves, while previously freely providing quantities of data relating to the positions of users,
recently they try to protect themselves by not having such data extracted in a substantial way. In
our case, having used a streaming API system extraction, it was possible to model them.
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First, we replaced the missing values with the wording “data_2 NA”, after this first step, we
have obtained 20.372 tweets with a geographic information included. Subsequently, we linked each
tweet to the corresponding country from which it was written by means of information on the
location (e.g. village or city), so that, for example, a tweet from Paris is assigned to France. From
that, we obtained the frequency distribution of the number of tweets for each country, for each topic
and for each key factor permitting to calculate the discussion rate in a single topic and in a single
country. These relative frequencies are then reported in a GIS software (Q-GIS Development Team,
Open Source Geospatial Foundation Project. http://qgis.osgeo.org.) to create cartograms for the
topics, in order to have a representation of the spatial distributions of the same.

3. Results and discussion
The results obtained fully answer the research questions. In fact, it was possible, through the
use of text-mining and spatial data mining techniques to extract the influencing factors from our
dataset for future scenario development. From sentiment analysis it was possible to measure the
polarity of the terms within our matrix, identifying more positive words than negative ones in both
algorithms. In support of this analysis, the results are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Sentiment Analysis
Algorithm
Positive
Negative
Vader
18261
11688
Afinn
21119
8830

Neutral
51
51

The key factors were extracted through topic modelling which highlighted 5 topics with 6
related keywords (Table 2). The first topic focuses on the health aspects, important to understand
how the existing pandemic has brought health problems, causing discomfort and death. But beyond
the physical aspect, the psychological aspect has also been affected, in fact we can find the presence
of the term “anxiety” within the keywords that compose our topic. However, the vaccination
uncertainty that persisted in November 2020 should not be underestimated, this aspect is of
fundamental importance precisely because it fuelled – and feeds – discussions and conspiracy
theories (see topic 3). The second topic describes the political aspects, and it is worth noting that
the dataset, having English as language and having been extracted during the American elections,
was affected by a strong influence of the same. This perspective can be observed from the terms:
“government” and “trump”. The third topic is reserved for denial and conspiracy, as we can see
from the words “forced”, “reality”, “protest” and “planning”.
Topic
Health
Politics
Conspiracy
Economy
Society

key1
covid
politics
forced
economy
social

Table 2: Topic modelling
key2
key3
key4
quarantine
death
pandemic
government trump
gates
talking
reality
protest
bottomed
lockdown employee
distancing
app
people

key5
vaccine
underperformance
blaming
million
black

key6
anxiety
progressivism
planning
recession
track

The fourth topic refers us to the economic field, in fact governments (see keyword “recession”)
were suffering for the pandemic. Citizens too (see keyword “employee”) – forced to close shops,
companies, etc. to prevent the spread of infections, they found themselves in a difficult grip to
overcome with consequences at work and personal level. Finally, the fifth topic regards the social
context, and shows how the pandemic issue has had implications in the social structure. Social
distancing adopted by governments prevented the normal development of social activities. Not only
that, the spread by governments of applications aimed at tracking movements has also had a debate
on social networks, specifically on possible complications and on the possible violation of citizens’
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privacy. The results are shown in Table 2. After analysing the keywords for each topic, we
constructed a cartogram for each of them (Figures 1-5).
Figure 1: Health

Figure 2: Politics

Figure 3: Conspiracy

Figure 4: Economy

Figure 5: Society

Specifically, topic 1 (fig. 1), concerning health, it was carried out in Austria, Brazil, Canada,
Greece, Philippines and Turkey. These rates of discussion may be higher than in other countries
because during the period studied these countries were experiencing more infections and deaths
from Covid-19. As for topic 2 (fig. 2) which analyzed political discussions on Twitter, it was more
discussed in American countries, Australia, Germany, South Korea and New Zeland, probably due
to the political involvement of the american elections carried out in November 2020. Topic 3 (fig.
3) – which analyzed the conspiracy aspect – sees a multitude of countries involved, take for example
Spain, Sri Lanka, New Zeland, China and Pakistan. China, first saw the virus appear in its territory,
and subsequently it had to interface with conspiracy theories about the nature of the virus trying to
disprove them rapidly. Topic 4 (fig. 4), depicting the discussion rates of the economic topic, was
most discussed in Iran, China, Japan, Malaysia and United Kingdom, probably because they were
particularly affected by the economic damage that has occurred resulting in a strong response from
central governments. The last topic (fig. 5), depicting the discussion of topics of a social nature,
finds its foundation in Singapore, Switzerland, Uganda and Sweden. A specific note must be
addressed in the analysis of African territories, in fact it is possible to find a strong rate of discussion
in some countries such as Nigeria, Uganda, Gambia and Kenya compared to other continents,
probably due to the social problems added by the pandemic issue to those already existing.
Since the world scale does not allow to highlight all the details, especially for the smaller
countries, in Figure 6 we report the five cartograms with a focus on the European region.
The analysis of georeferenced data has fully answered our research questions, given that the
results can be used in the context of futures studies in order to implement the initial process of
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constructing futures scenarios. This approach provides an effective tool for the development of
future scenarios greatly reducing the timing of the Framing and Scanning phases. Furthermore, it
provides a contribution to the future research from a statistical-spatial field and, in particular, in the
field of spatial scenarios.
Starting from these results, the scenario planning process will continue with the forecasting
phase (Bishop et al., 2007; Hines and Bishop, 2015), which consists of the generation of a sufficient
number of alternative futures.
Health

Economy

Figure 6: Focus on Europe area
Politics

Conspiracy

Society

4. Concluding remarks
The approach developed above confirms the possibility of introducing the use of text-mining
and spatial data mining within the first two phases of the scenario development (Framing and
Scanning). It was therefore possible to extract the influencing factors in a short time frame without
any literature review of the object studied and without the consultation of experts. Our study, in
addition to providing elements for speeding up the process, enrich the analysis through the spatial
component that offers important insights, when it is possible to observe the dynamics on
geographical distributions. Understanding in which situations and in which parts of the globe a
certain key factor is spoken of, means that much more information is provided. The analysis of
Twitter data is only a starting point, in fact, in future studies additional social networks could also
be taken into consideration (e.g., Reddit, Facebook, Instagram etc.). Furthermore, it will be possible
to analyse much larger datasets in order to have a more complete vision of a given subject.
We recommend that subsequent studies focus on the spatial analysis, too often underestimated
in futures studies, but capable of providing important information and, if combined with text-mining
techniques, it could lead to an important turning point in the process of scenario and/or spatial
scenario development.
It is worth noting that the method proposed in this paper produces spatial data that can be
analyzed with the typical tools of spatial statistics. For example, a spatial autocorrelation analysis
could reveal similarities between adjacent countries, even if in this case study it was not possible
given the very low contiguity of the nations included in the dataset.
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